Hafnia Tankers Ltd. (N-OTC: “HAFNIA”) concludes sale and leaseback with Sole Shipping.
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR TO U.S.
NEWS WIRE SERVICES OR INTO THE U.S., CANADA, AUSTRALIA, HONG KONG,
JAPAN OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION IN WHICH THE DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE
WOULD BE UNLAWFUL.
Dated: July 31st , 2018
Hafnia Tankers Ltd (“Hafnia”) has successfully completed two sale and leaseback transactions with
Skaatholmen Shipping Ltd, a company owned by Sole Shipping Special Opportunities Fund II L.P.
(the “Transaction”) of its 2010 built LR1 tankers, Hafnia Asia and Hafnia Arctic (the “Vessels”).
The vessels have been sold to Skaatholmen Shipping Ltd (the “Lessor”) with a seven-year bareboat
charter back with annual purchase options from year two onwards and a purchase obligation in year
seven.
The Transaction entailed a sale of the vessels at market value and a fully levered lease arrangement
which gives rise to a positive liquidity effect of approx. $19 million and further adds to the already
strong cash position. The profile of the lease arrangement allows Hafnia to abide by its strict policy
of maintaining a low cash-breakeven. The transaction has been consummated and the vessels have
been delivered to the Lessor.

****
For further information, please contact:

Mikael Skov, CEO Hafnia Tankers ApS: +45 40100640
****
This press release does not constitute or form part of an offer or solicitation to purchase or subscribe
for securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction.
The statements contained herein may include statements of future expectations and other forwardlooking statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve
known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to
differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In addition to statements which
are forward-looking by reason of context, the words “may”, “will”, “should”, “expects”, “plans”,
“intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “predicts”, “potential”, or “continue” and similar
expressions identify forward-looking statements. Although Hafnia believes that the expectations
reflected in such forward-looking statements or information are reasonable, undue reliance should
not be placed on forward-looking statements because Hafnia can give no assurance that such
expectations will prove to be correct.
The forward-looking statements or information contained in this news release are made as of the
date hereof and Hafnia undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking
statements or information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

